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Abstract: Numerous studies have explored the impact of urban morphology and geometry on
outdoor thermal comfort, intending to provide practical guidelines for urban designers. However,
research findings have been inconsistent, in part due to differences in the climatic settings and
the investigated heat-stress indicators. This study proposes a parametric-simulation framework to
observe the behavior of thermal comfort according to the possible combinations of building density
(BD), street aspect ratio (AR), and orientation. Conducted specifically under a hot-and-humid tropical-
savanna summer condition, the study found that building density and aspect ratio were negatively
correlated to the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI), with R2 coefficients of 0.99 and 0.91,
respectively. The UTCI was improved by a 1.0 ◦C per 10% increase in BD and by a 1.02 ◦C per unit of
AR increase. The performance of street orientation was significantly influenced by wind direction,
and strong inter-influences were found between the three morphology factors. These findings are
useful guidelines not only for designing urban morphology but also for intuitively identifying the
need for complementary vegetation and cooling materials when morphology indicators cannot reach
their efficiency targets (e.g., when AR < 3.0 or building density is limited by local regulations and
project specifications).

Keywords: tropical climate; outdoor thermal comfort; morphology indicators; parametric simulation;
design guidelines

1. Introduction

The importance of considering microclimate in urban design has been widely recog-
nized in recent years. Kleerekoper et al. and other researchers have pointed out that climate
change and urbanization have contributed to the increase in the urban-heat-island effect,
which is the phenomenon of urban areas being significantly warmer than their surrounding
rural areas [1,2]. This can cause a variety of negative impacts, such as excessive heat stress,
reduced outdoor activity, and increased energy consumption [3–5]. As a result, urban
designers and planners need to incorporate climate-responsive strategies into their design
approaches to address this issue [6–8]. Creating comfortable outdoor spaces in cities can be
achieved by using sustainable materials and urban greenery, thus reducing the urban-heat-
island effect [1,9,10]. Urban designers and planners need to consider factors such as street
geometry, building height and orientation, shading, and ventilation to create comfortable
and livable pedestrian spaces [11–14]. A comprehensive analysis of urban-heat-mitigation
strategies conducted by Lai et al. showed that urban geometry/morphology is the most
determinant component, compared to vegetation, materials, and water, in achieving urban-
pedestrian thermal comfort [15]. Based on that knowledge, one can understand that urban
designers, through the design of urban morphology (UM), can generate a more efficient
impact on outdoor thermal conditions.
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Now, architects and urban designers have access to state-of-the-art tools and methods that
support climate-responsive urban design. These include microclimate-simulation software
such as ENVI-met [16], Urban Weather Generator [17], and RayMan [18,19], which allow urban
designers and planners to evaluate the thermal performance of different design scenarios.
However, despite the availability of these tools and methods, there is still a great need for
intuitive design guidelines on which architects and urban designers can intuitively base their
design schemes to achieve thermal comfort in the urban spaces they create. This is important
not only because not all urban designers and architects have access to these simulation tools
or the expertise to operate them and interpret their results but also because of the time-
consuming process that computer simulations entail [20,21]. Intuitive design guidelines on
urban geometry that can be easily understood and applied by designers are essential to
promoting the integration of climate-responsive strategies into urban-design practices [22].

To generate those design guidelines, many researchers have investigated urban-morphology
indicators such as building density, street-canyon aspect ratio (AR), orientation, the sky-view
factor, building height, etc., in a great variety of experiments. For instance, building density,
which refers to the proportion of building footprint in a given area, was studied by Wong et al.,
who found that an increase in building density without additional urban greening can reduce
air temperature by 1.6 ◦C [23]. Li et al. found that an increase in building density can reduce the
physiologically equivalent temperature (PET) by 5 ◦C when the frontal density is augmented
from 0.25 to 0.75 [24]. Ren et al., studying the relationship between local climate zones and
thermal comfort, concluded that high-rise building areas produce the lowest predicted mean
votes (PMV) and, therefore, are better for thermal comfort [25]. Xue et al., while studying the
impacts of building configuration and anthropogenic heat on daily air-temperature cycles in
Hong Kong (subtropical climate), explained that increasing building density tends to mitigate
thermal stress because when the building density is low, the proportion of the natural ground
area is larger, which that leads to more thermal radiation and hotter air temperatures [26]; this is
avoided when building density increases. Although some studies (such as the above ones) agree
on the general pattern of the heat mitigation induced by building density, other studies have
suggested that a building-density increase may not always be beneficial to thermal comfort. In
particular, Yang and Li studied the impact of building density on urban albedo and surface
temperature and made a different observation when increasing the building density [27]. They
observed that building density was optimal at around 40% because that was when the urban
albedo was the lowest (around 0.25). In the same experiment, the urban albedo was significantly
reduced only when building density increased from 0% to 30%; increasing building density
beyond 40% ended up increasing the urban albedo progressively up to 0.35 and 0.40. Now, this
pattern of urban albedo can be translated into thermal comfort, according to Taleghani, who
established a positive correlation between urban-surface albedo and outdoor thermal comfort
(0.1 increase in albedo led to 0.8 higher PET) [28].

The lack of consensus about the impact pattern of urban-morphology parameters on
outdoor thermal comfort can also be noted regarding the street aspect ratio, which refers to
the ratio of building height to street width. In an early study conducted on urban street
canyons in Ghardaia, Algeria (hot and dry tropical climate), Ali-Toudert and Mayer, by
increasing the aspect ratio from 0.5 to 4.0, discovered that the aspect ratio had a negative
correlation with the physiological equivalent temperature (PET) [29]. Studies that found
similar results explained that the increase in street aspect ratio also increased shading on
the ground and reduced solar radiation in pedestrian areas, resulting in better thermal
comfort [29–31]. Nevertheless, a different observation was made by Bochenek and Klemm
when studying the variation of the aspect ratio between 0.5 and 2.0 [32]. They found that
the correlation between aspect ratio and air-temperature difference (heat mitigation) was
positive on N–S streets but that the heat-mitigation pattern was different on E–W streets.
They specifically observed that the temperature difference increased from 0.2 ◦C to 0.5 ◦C
only for aspect ratios below 1.0; increasing the aspect ratio beyond 1.0 had the opposite
effect on the temperature difference. Another observation was made by Memon et al.
through a hypothetical experiment [33]. They varied the aspect ratio between 0.5 and 8.0
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and then calculated a “normalized” temperature difference to measure the heat-mitigation
effect in each case. They concluded that, during the daytime, the aspect ratio had a low
correlation with heat mitigation (R2 = 0.1).

Regarding street orientation, there are even more disparate results and conclusions from
various studies. For example, the study by Ali-Toudert and Mayer showed that N–S streets
performed slightly better than E–W streets, but intermediary orientations such as NE–SW
and NW–SE had a similar pattern as N–S streets. They explained that the main difference
resides in the duration of extreme discomfort throughout the day and that intermediary
orientations have longer extreme discomfort during the day [29]. Acero et al. studied the
influence of street orientation on outdoor thermal comfort in high-rise-building areas and
ended up with some other conclusions: N–S streets performed the best only during the hottest
parts of the daytime, and E–W streets did not perform as badly as other studies pointed out.
They added that sky cloudiness and wind patterns played a big role in the performance of
street orientation. Furthermore, they specified that there was no big difference between street
orientations regarding their annual outdoor-thermal-comfort performances [34].

Despite the large amount of work that has been done on urban-morphology descriptors
and how they influence pedestrian thermal comfort [1,15,34,35], one can notice through the
existing literature that the conclusions are quite disparate, sometimes contradictory. Thus,
for a variety of possible reasons, among which are the background climatic settings, the
target morphology indicators, and the thermal comfort indicators observed, all can lead to
different results and conclusions.

The following questions emerge:

- Under a specific and typical climate condition (e.g., a clear-sky summer daytime in
the hot-and-humid tropical-savanna climate), can a unified theory be formulated
about the combined effects of adjacent morphology indicators on pedestrian outdoor
thermal comfort?

- Are there limits/thresholds to the performance of urban-morphology parameters
(building density, aspect ratio, and orientation) that could serve as specific urban-
design targets?

Focusing on hot-and-humid tropical climates, this study intends to clarify the corre-
lation of urban-street-morphology indicators such as building density, street orientation,
and aspect ratio through a parametric simulation of thermal comfort to observe the vari-
ation of thermal comfort according to the change in each morphology indicator while
under the influence of adjacent indicators. Despite the multitude of urban-morphology
indicators, very few of them (sky-view factor, building density, street aspect ratio, and
street orientation) have been extensively studied and proven to be the most relevant to
microclimate-responsive design strategies [15]. The sky-view factor and street aspect ratio
are both equally indicated for measuring sky openness, but the calculation of the sky-view
factor has a wider application and may take into account vegetation and other shading
devices. Since this study focuses on street-canyon morphology and urban vegetation and
shading devices will not be investigated, it is not deemed necessary to investigate both the
sky-view factor and the aspect ratio. Hypothetically, they will have the same impact pattern
on pedestrian outdoor thermal comfort. Aspect ratio was chosen because its calculation is
simple and indicative enough to measure sky openness in a street canyon in the absence of
vegetation and shading devices. Therefore, three street-canyon-morphology indicators will
be investigated in relation to thermal comfort.

In the following, the research materials and methods are presented: a brief overview
of the methodology (Section 2.1); the target climatic area and its significance on a global
scale (Section 2.2); how the experimental values of building density, aspect ratio, and
orientation are determined (Section 2.3); the parametric scenarios showing the system-
atic value-combination logic (Section 2.4); the validity of the simulation model and its
calibration (Section 2.5 ); and the simulation-output processing (Section 2.7). Then, the
results are presented and analyzed (Sections 3.1–3.3). The Discussion section offers an
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in-depth analysis of individual correlations (Section 4.1) and the interconnections between
morphology indicators and how they can be interpreted (Section 4.2).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview

The study used a parametric-simulation technique, which consists of building as many
spatial-configuration scenarios as possible by combining predetermined values of spatial
parameters. The spatial parameters used in this study were urban-street-morphology indi-
cators: building density, street aspect ratio, and orientation. The values were selected based
on benchmarks reported in relevant previous studies, then adjusted to facilitate the design
of the experimental models. Later in the process, the analyses and the interpretation of the
results were performed. A reliable and globally used microclimate-simulation software
(ENVI-met) was employed for the experiment. First, each urban-morphology scenario
was represented by a 3D model built in ENVI-met. Second, a typical parameterization of
ENVI-met (grid resolution, boundary conditions, simulation time and duration, etc.) was
defined based on relatively accurate parameterizations reported by previous ENVI-met
studies under warm-and-humid tropical climates; the same grid resolution and weather
boundary conditions were applied for every scenario. Third, 117 receptors were implanted
in each experimental model and their locations were conserved for all the scenarios. Fourth,
the output Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) values at pedestrian height were
exported to and centralized in Excel for post-processing. The UTCI values were then
grouped by morphology configuration to observe the behavior of the overall UTCI. The
variation trends were graphed to observe the basic patterns, based on which nominal rules
were derived to classify and express the level of pedestrian thermal comfort achieved by
different combinations of urban density, street aspect ratio, and street orientation.

In the following subsections, the selection of the humid and warm tropical climate as
the target of the experiment is explained, and then each step of the numerical experiment
is described, starting with the street-morphology indicators and the selection of their
values. Then, the simulation scenarios are presented, followed by the ENVI-met software
parameterization, the output processing, and how the classification rules were derived.

2.2. Target Climatic Area

This study intends to address tropical climates considering the important urban
demographics they cover. Since the 1990s, 17.5% of the world population has been reported
to live in a tropical savanna climate (Aw according to the Köppen climate classification)
areas, the second most populated climate zone just after the temperate-subtropical-climate
type (19.5%) [36]. Despite the great urban population that they cover, tropical rainforest,
tropical monsoon, and tropical savanna were shown to be among the most understudied
climate zones in the world in a recent study by Richards et al. [37].

According to the Köppen world-climate classification, there are three types of tropical
climate: tropical rainforest (Af), tropical monsoon (Aw), and tropical savanna (Aw/As),
mainly distributed over Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Southeast Asia [38] as
shown in Figure 1. It turns out that these three regions have the fastest urban-population
growth, and is expected to have the fastest urbanization by 2050 [39]. Unfortunately, as
Mellinger argued, tropical climates could be “highly detrimental” to human settlement and
challenging for long-term economic development [40].

The superposition of urban demographics with the difficult climatic conditions and
the economic challenges they implicate should make the tropical climate very compelling
for urban planners. This study considered, therefore, the tropical climate for the application
of the thermal-comfort-based classification of urban geometry. Numerical microclimate
simulations and their boundary conditions were therefore calibrated as is typical for the
tropical-savanna climate zone (Aw), which represents roughly the largest proportion (60%)
of the total tropical climate area.
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2.3. Morphology Indicators and Value Selection

Land-use intensity, building form, building layout, and canyon geometry have been
identified as the urban-morphology descriptors that affect urban outdoor thermal com-
fort [35]. Since the scope of this study is pedestrian thermal comfort, only canyon-geometry
indicators (building density, street aspect ratio, and street orientation) were investigated.
For the selection of the experimental values, the results of previous studies on building
density, street aspect ratio, and orientation were referenced.

The building-density value selection was based on a study by Ye and Van Nes on
building density at different urban-maturation stages. They reported that building-density
values could range from 3.2% to 80.7% [41]. For the convenience of the modeling, the
experiment in this paper started with 80% and progressively decreased the building density
at a 20% rate, resulting in four density values: 80%, 60%, 40%, and 20%.

The street-aspect-ratio value selection was based on a literature review by Ahmad and
Chaudhry on simulation studies in urban street canyons and intersections [42]. They listed
three basic values—0.5, 1, and 2—as respective benchmarks for shallow, uniform, and deep
streets, respectively. In addition to these three values, Ali-Toudert and Mayer considered
a fourth value (aspect ratio = 4) [29]. For the experiment presented in this paper, a fifth
value was inserted (aspect ratio = 3) to reduce the gap between the third and the last value.
Therefore, the list of values defined for the street aspect ratio is 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0.

The values of street orientation were simply taken from what was considered by
Ali-Toudert and Mayer (2006): north–south (N–S), east–west (E–W), northeast–southwest
(NE–SW), and northwest–southeast (NW–SE) [29].

2.4. Parametric-Simulation Scenarios

In total, 80 (4× 4× 5) urban-morphology (UMi) scenarios were built for this study. As
shown in the following table (Table 1), each of the four values of building density (BDi) was
combined with the five aspect-ratio values (ARi). Then, each of the 20 BDi/ARi scenarios
was combined with 4 street orientations (Oi), yielding 80 scenarios in total.
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Table 1. Parametric combination of street-morphology indicators.

BDi = 80%; 60%; 40%; 20% ARi = 0.5; 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 4.0 Oi = E–W; N–S; NE–SW; NW–SE Scenario No.

80% 80%/0.5 80%/0.5/E–W UM1
80%/0.5/N–S UM2
80%/0.5/NE–SW UM3
80%/0.5/NW–SE UM4

80%/1.0 80%/1.0/E–W UM5
80%/1.0/N–S UM6
80%/1.0/NE–SW UM7
80%/1.0/NW–SE UM8

80%/2.0 80%/2.0/E–W UM9
80%/2.0/N–S UM10
80%/2.0/NE–SW UM11
80%/2.0/NW–SE UM12

80%/3.0 80%/3.0/E–W UM13
80%/3.0/N–S UM14
80%/3.0/NE–SW UM15
80%/3.0/NW–SE UM16

80%/4.0 80%/4.0/E–W UM17
80%/4.0/N–S UM18
80%/4.0/NE–SW UM19
80%/4.0/NW–SE UM20

60% 60%/0.5 60%/0.5/E–W UM21
60%/0.5/N–S UM22
60%/0.5/NE–SW UM23
60%/0.5/NW–SE UM24

60%/1.0 60%/1.0/E–W UM25
60%/1.0/N–S UM26
60%/1.0/NE–SW UM27
60%/1.0/NW–SE UM28

60%/2.0 60%/2.0/E–W UM29
60%/2.0/N–S UM30
60%/2.0/NE–SW UM31
60%/2.0/NW–SE UM32

60%/3.0 60%/3.0/E–W UM33
60%/3.0/N–S UM34
60%/3.0/NE–SW UM35
60%/3.0/NW–SE UM36

60%/4.0 60%/4.0/E–W UM37
60%/4.0/N–S UM38
60%/4.0/NE–SW UM39
60%/4.0/NW–SE UM40

40% 40%/0.5 40%/0.5/E–W UM41
40%/0.5/N–S UM42
40%/0.5/NE–SW UM43
40%/0.5/NW–SE UM44

40%/1.0 40%/1.0/E–W UM45
40%/1.0/N–S UM46
40%/1.0/NE–SW UM47
40%/1.0/NW–SE UM48

40%/2.0 40%/2.0/E–W UM49
40%/2.0/N–S UM50
40%/2.0/NE–SW UM51
40%/2.0/NW–SE UM52
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Table 1. Cont.

BDi = 80%; 60%; 40%; 20% ARi = 0.5; 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 4.0 Oi = E–W; N–S; NE–SW; NW–SE Scenario No.

40% 40%/3.0 40%/3.0/E–W UM53
40%/3.0/N–S UM54
40%/3.0/NE–SW UM55
40%/3.0/NW–SE UM56

40%/4.0 40%/4.0/E–W UM57
40%/4.0/N–S UM58
40%/4.0/NE–SW UM59
40%/4.0/NW–SE UM60

20% 20%/0.5 20%/0.5/E–W UM61
20%/0.5/N–S UM62
20%/0.5/NE–SW UM63
20%/0.5/NW–SE UM64

20%/1.0 20%/1.0/E–W UM65
20%/1.0/N–S UM66
20%/1.0/NE–SW UM67
20%/1.0/NW–SE UM68

20%/2.0 20%/2.0/E–W UM69
20%/2.0/N–S UM70
20%/2.0/NE–SW UM71
20%/2.0/NW–SE UM72

20%/3.0 20%/3.0/E–W UM73
20%/3.0/N–S UM74
20%/3.0/NE–SW UM75
20%/3.0/NW–SE UM76

20%/4.0 20%/4.0/E–W UM77
20%/4.0/N–S UM78
20%/4.0/NE–SW UM79
20%/4.0/NW–SE UM80

2.5. Modeling

The numerical models were built on a 360 m × 360 m area. The built-up zone covers
a 130 m × 130 m area, which left a 115 m-wide perimeter around the building model
for a good wind-flow simulation because the computational-fluid-dynamic-based wind
simulations in ENVI-met require a sufficient “empty” perimeter around the building model
for a good wind-flow simulation [43]. Figure 2, below, shows the building footprint for
each building-density value. Starting from 80% density, the number of buildings and their
size were incrementally adjusted to reduce the overall density to 60%, 40%, and 20%. The
streets are 8 m wide, based on which the building heights were set to 4 m, 8 m, 16 m, 24 m,
and 32 m to obtain the intended street aspect ratios (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, respectively).

A perpendicular street network was adopted so that one model could include two
street orientations at once. As shown in Figure 3, the model’s north was rotated by 45◦ to
simulate a different set of street orientations. When the model’s north was set to 0◦, N–S
and E–W street orientations were simulated, and when north was set to 45◦, NE–SW and
NW–SE street orientations were simulated.
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2.6. Microclimate Simulation

Software
The microclimate-simulation software ENVI-met 4.4.4 was used to conduct the 3D

modeling and the outdoor-thermal-comfort calculation for each of the 80 urban-morphology
scenarios. ENVI-met was chosen for this experiment first for its wide-spread use among
urban-microclimate researchers and second for the confirmed reliability of its simulations,
as reported by many studies around the globe and across different climatic zones, including
8.5% of the studies in tropical climates (5.8% in tropical-rainforest climates, 0.4% in tropical-
monsoon climates, and 2.3% in tropical-savanna climates) [44].

As this study targeted tropical climates, it is important to highlight the reliability of the
ENVI-met microclimate-simulation model for the experiment. For that purpose, the existing
literature was screened for ENVI-met model-validation metrics. To provide an overview,
Table 2 presents the results of the correlation, error, and bias analyses obtained by comparing
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the ENVI-met simulation with field-measurement data at significantly distant locations
in the world (Bangkok, Thailand; Cuiaba, Brazil; Akure, Nigeria; and Pathanamthitta,
India) that all have in common tropical climate conditions. There are many more reported
ENVI-met validation studies in tropical climates, but not all of them provide detailed and
complete analyses on the correlations, errors, and biases between simulated data and field
measurements [44]. Nevertheless, these four were selected because they are significantly
distant geographically, and they provide rather detailed validation metrics—the point being
to show that the ENVI-met simulation model can be quite reliable for tropical areas around
the world. To conform with the scope of this study, only summertime validation metrics
are presented here. Overall, regarding the correlation ratio (R2 > 0.8), one can deduce that
ENVI-met is quite reliable for simulating microclimate in tropical areas. One should also note
differences in the errors and biases (especially for relative humidity), which are often due to
discrepancies between the simulation-parameterization and field-measurement settings.

Table 2. ENVI-met model-validation metrics as reported in Bangkok, Cuiaba, Akure, and Pathanamthitta.

Location Parameters
Model-Validation Criteria

Correlation (R2) Error Bias

Bangkok, Thailand [45] MRT 0.91 - - -

Cuiaba, Brazil [46]

Air temperature 0.95
0.98

2.39
(RMSE)

2.00
(MAE) 1.29

Relative humidity
0.91 14.32

(RMSE)
14.31

(MAE)
−14.31
(MBE)

0.90 2.72
(RMSE)

4.21
(MAE)

−2.25
(MBE)

Akure, Nigeria [47]
Air temperature 0.96–0.99 0.00–0.01

(NMSE) - 0.01–0.06
(FB)

Relative humidity 0.82–0.90 0.00–0.01
(NMSE) - 0.01–0.07

(FB)

Pathanamthitta, Kerala (India) [48] Air temperature 0.80–0.92 0.58–0.72
(RMSE)

0.48–0.77
(MAE)

ENVI-met Simulation Settings
ENVI-met has been used for many studies around the world in hot-and-warm, humid

tropical climates [49]. Few of those studies have published the detailed parameterization
of the ENVI-met model that led to relatively accurate predictions. Studies have shown
that the accuracy of the ENVI-met simulation is determined by the grid resolution (size of
grid cells), the domain size (number of grids), and boundary conditions (air temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed, wind direction, cloud conditions, etc.). Table 3 below shows
a representative summary of the ENVI-met simulation settings at different locations in
tropical climates (Pathanamthitta, Kerala (India) [48]; Cuiaba, Brazil [46,49,50]; and Akure
Nigeria [47]). One may notice that the simulation settings were significantly similar. Apart
from reasonable differences in the domain size, the simulation period, and the start time,
the simulation duration was typically more than 48 h and the grid resolution was around
2 m or 2.5 m in the x, y, and z directions. For the meteorological-boundary conditions, wind
speed was not more than 3 m/s; the dominant wind direction was often east, south, or
southwest, depending on the location; air temperature varied between 24 ◦C and 38 ◦C;
relative humidity was between 50% and 90%; and a clear-sky condition was often applied.
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Table 3. Model configuration and initialization-parameter values in Thailand, Brazil, and Nigeria.

Location Pathanamthitta, Kerala, India) [48];
Bangkok, Thailand [45] Cuiaba, Brazil [46,49,50] Akure, Nigeria [47]

Climate type Warm–humid tropical (Af) Hot–humid (Aw2) [50] Warm–humid (Aw)

Simulated summer period March [48]
April [45] March [50] September-November

Simulation duration 48 h [48] 48 h [46] 72 h

Start time 00:00 [48]
6:00 [45] 20:00 [46] 7:00 [50] 6:00

Spatial resolution (grid size) 2 m × 2 m × 1 m [48]
2 m × 2 m × 2 m [46] 2 m × 2 m × 2 m
2.5 m × 2.5 × 2.5 m [50]

Domain size 90 × 90 × 25 grids [48] 180 × 180 × 30 grids [46]
600 m × 600 m [50] 120 m × 80 m × 60 m

Wind speed (m/s) 1.6 m/s [48] - 3 m/s
Wind direction (◦) East [48] 330◦ (south) [50] 265◦ (southwest)
Air temperature (◦C) 25.4–38.6 [48] 24–38 [50] 25.1–29
Relative humidity (%) 50–68 [48] 84 90 (shaded)/85 (unshaded)
Sky condition Cloud free (clear) [48] - Clear

Based on the reported simulation settings and their accuracy (Table 2), calibrating
ENVI-met simulations around these values should yield acceptable results. In this study in
particular, except for the domain size, the experimental simulations were run with ENVI-
met V4 and calibrated on the same setup as reported by Morakinyo et al. in Akure, Nigeria
(Table 3), because they had a significantly high correlation with the site measurements
and fewer errors [47]. The domain size used in this study was 360 m × 360 m × 100 m,
corresponding to 180 × 180 grids in the x and y directions. In the z direction, the first
grid-subdivision function was applied with 10% telescoping grids above 2 m. The so-
called “two-equation” or “standard” turbulence-kinetic-energy (TKE) model [43], which is
integrated into the ENVI-met computational model, was applied for turbulence calculation
during the wind-flow simulation. In ENVI-met, the hourly position of the sun and solar-
radiation assumptions were derived from the input geoinformation of Akure (latitude:
7◦17′ N; longitude: 5◦18′ E; time zone: UTC+1; elevation: 1.15 m above sea level) and
the simulation date (1 September) under cloud-free conditions. The derived global solar
radiation increased from 27.12 W/m2 at 6:00 to 1132.93 W/m2 at 12:00 and dropped to
144.50 W/m2 at 17:00. The detailed variations of sun position and those of direct, diffuse,
and global solar radiation are shown in Appendix A.

2.7. Output Processing

The simulation outputs were first processed in the Biomet software incorporated
into ENVI-met for thermal-comfort calculation. Many urban-microclimate studies have
used ground temperature, air temperature, mean radiant temperature, and the like to
measure heat stress. Recently, there has been a larger tendency and recommendation to
use indicators that reflect the human physiological response to heat sensation [51]. The
most commonly employed thermal-comfort indicators include the physiological equivalent
temperature (PET), the predicted mean vote (PMV), the predicted percentage dissatisfied
(PPD), the standard effective temperature (SET), the thermal-sensation vote (TSV), and the
Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) [52]. To the authors’ best knowledge, there is still
an ongoing debate about the scope of applicability of these thermal-comfort indices and
their suitability for different climate conditions [52–55]. Setting aside the uncertainties, the
PET and the UTCI were computed in the process of this research, and the high correlation
between these two indices, as previously mentioned by Zare et al., was confirmed [56]. For
the sake of the simplicity of this paper, only the UTCI was chosen to display the results.
Not only is the UTCI among the most used worldwide but it also has been consistently and
reliably applied in scientific research over the last decade [57,58].
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The UTCI is a multi-node human-thermoregulation model that takes into account me-
teorological conditions (air temperature, relative humidity, wind velocity, radiation fluxes
that impact the human thermo-physiological state) and human-body parameters [54,59]. In
ENVI-met, the UTCI was calculated in each scenario based on the ISO 7730 standard val-
ues for human biological parameters (height = 1.75, weight = 75 kg, age = 35, sex = male,
clothing = 0.5). Walking is considered the typical activity in urban streets, and the activity
level was set accordingly (80 W) [60]. The output UTCI values were then exported to Excel
for post-processing.

There were 40 models for the 80 scenarios, with each model representing 2 street ori-
entations at a time. In each model, there were 117 receptors (Figure 4). Depending on the
model orientation, the receptors were organized into three categories to calculate the average
UTCI values for different street orientations in different building-density and aspect-ratio
combinations. At each location, the UTCI was calculated at 1.5 m from the ground.
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Figure 4. Receptor classification as inserted in the ENVI-met 3D model: (a) E–W and N–S orientations;
(b) NE–SW and NW–SE orientations.

UTCI data tables were generated from 6:00 to 17:00 on 2 September. The classification
of the receptor data to obtain the hourly averages is explained in Appendix B. Since there
were 40 models, a total of 520 tables were generated. In each table, the daytime average
UTCI values for each type of space (streets and public courtyards) were calculated. The
values were then grouped by street aspect ratio and building density to obtain the following
tables (Tables 4–8), which express the variation of the UTCI according to building density
(BD) and street aspect ratio (AR) on different streets and in public courtyards.

To specifically observe the behavior of the UTCI according to each of the variables
(AR, BD, and OR), the UTCI data in the five tables (Tables 4–8) were rearranged to generate
different graphs showing the correlation trends between the three urban-morphology
indicators and eventually deduce correlation rules and guidelines.

Table 4. Average UTCI data for different BD and AR combinations on E–W streets.

BD = 80% BD = 60% BD = 40% BD = 20%

AR0 28.10 29.29 31.45 33.23
AR1 28.47 29.00 31.29 33.17
AR2 26.65 28.26 30.73 32.95
AR3 24.61 26.28 29.02 31.39
AR4 24.44 26.02 28.95 31.45
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Table 5. Average UTCI data for different BD and AR combinations on N–S streets.

BD = 80% BD = 60% BD = 40% BD = 20%

AR0 27.14 28.53 29.58 32.10
AR1 27.37 28.06 29.28 31.90
AR2 26.20 27.62 28.86 31.67
AR3 24.84 26.40 27.56 30.19
AR4 24.66 26.29 27.36 30.07

Table 6. Average UTCI data for different BD and AR combinations on NW–SE streets.

BD = 80% BD = 60% BD = 40% BD = 20%

AR0 28.05 29.32 31.62 33.28
AR1 27.96 29.08 31.44 33.17
AR2 26.93 28.45 31.00 32.92
AR3 25.91 27.07 29.36 31.30
AR4 25.43 26.67 29.10 31.16

Table 7. Average UTCI data for different BD and AR combinations on NE–SW streets.

BD = 80% BD = 60% BD = 40% BD = 20%

AR0 26.45 28.03 29.28 32.00
AR1 26.00 27.03 28.58 31.63
AR2 25.15 26.67 28.42 31.45
AR3 24.21 25.54 27.34 30.15
AR4 24.26 25.49 27.24 29.78

Table 8. Average UTCI data for different BD and AR combinations in public courtyards.

BD = 80% BD = 60% BD = 40% BD = 20%

AR0 26.82 35.15 34.94 34.76
AR1 26.61 33.65 33.98 34.09
AR2 25.59 32.76 32.92 33.65
AR3 24.30 30.08 30.56 31.72
AR4 24.22 29.28 29.95 31.48

3. Results
3.1. UTCI Variation Based on the Building Density

The UTCI output values were rearranged to show the variation of the UTCI based on
the building density and the following graphs were generated (Figure 5).

In general, a relatively steady increase in discomfort was observed when the building
density decreased. This was observable in the UTCI-variation graphs for streets as well as in
the overall UTCI-variation graph, which simply means that the higher the building density
was, the better the outdoor thermal conditions were. The linear regression on the average
UTCI per building density yielded a highly significant average correlation (R2 = 0.9944).
One should note that this correlation trend was not significantly influenced by the adjacent
factors (aspect ratio and orientation). Explicitly, the impact pattern and the correlation
between the UTCI and the building density stayed considerably the same even when the
aspect ratio and the orientation changed. Respectively, for E–W, N–S, NW–SE, and NE–SW
orientations, building density was still highly correlated with R2 values of 0.9860, 0.9594,
0.9875, and 0.9678, respectively. Likewise, when the aspect ratio changed from 0.5 to 1.0,
2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, the building density stayed highly correlated, with R2 values varying from
0.9748 to 0.9971, 0.9919, 0.9969, and 0.9980, respectively.
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Moreover, it can also be noticed that when the building density was very high (80%),
the UTCI values in public courtyards were much lower than when the building densities
were 60%, 40%, and 20%. This observation was arguably due to the fact that wind flow
(which significantly influences thermal comfort) tended to be greater in public courtyards.
Therefore, when the courtyards’ sizes were considerably reduced as building density
became higher, the hot tropical winds penetrated less, air humidity was conserved, and the
resulting UTCI was much lower. It was also observed that there was no obvious threshold
value for the UTCI as building density varied, except for the UTCI in public courtyards.
In public courtyards, the UTCI values appeared to change just slightly (when AR = 3.0
and AR = 4.0) or stagnate (when AR = 3.0 and AR = 4.0) for building densities below 60%.
Within that range of building density, the average rate of change ∆UTCI/∆BD for public
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courtyards was barely −0.24 ◦C per 10% increase in density, which was roughly five times
less than that for street canyons (−1 ◦C per 10% increase in density).

3.2. UTCI Variation According to Street Aspect Ratio (AR)

The graphs presented below (Figure 6) were generated by organizing the simulation
outputs to show the variation in the UTCI according to street-aspect-ratio values on different
street orientations; then, the analysis was repeated for different building densities to confirm
the variation pattern of thermal comfort. The observation of the four graphs showed a
general decrease in the UTCI when the aspect ratio increased from 0.5 to 4.0. The decrease
in the UTCI means that heat stress was reduced. Unlike building density, aspect ratio
did not have a simple linear correlation with thermal comfort. Consequently, the linear
regression between aspect ratio values and the UTCI yielded an average R2 value of 0.91,
which, despite representing quite a significant correlation, was smaller than that of building
density. Specifically, the R2 values between aspect ratio and the UTCI were 0.9167, 0.9489,
0.9193, and 0.8684 when the building density was 80%, 60%, 40%, and 20%, respectively.
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Figure 6. UTCI variation according to AR for different building densities: (a) BD = 80%; (b) BD = 80%;
(c) BD = 80%; (d) BD = 80%.

One can also notice that the UTCI decrease was steady in general until AR = 3.0. For
AR beyond 3.0, the UTCI tended to stagnate; the increase in aspect ratio had no significant
effect on the UTCI, which also means that an aspect ratio greater than 3.0 had no significant
heat-mitigation effects. Since an aspect ratio of 3.0 appeared to be a threshold point, the rate of
change in the UTCI per aspect-ratio variation was calculated for aspect-ratio values below and
above 3.0. For values between 0.5 and 3.0, the rate of change of the ∆UTCI was−1.02 ◦C per
unit of aspect-ratio increase; that is significantly bigger than when the aspect ratio exceeded
3.0, in which case, the ∆UTCI was only −0.19 ◦C per unit of aspect-ratio increase.
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3.3. UTCI Variation According to Street Orientation

The UTCI output data for different aspect ratios were grouped by building density
and street orientation to see the variation of thermal comfort in relation to the latter. The
resulting graphs (Figure 7) show a net difference in the influence on thermal comfort by
different street orientations when the building density was high (80% and 60%), but when
the density was relatively low (40% and 20%), the thermal comfort on N–S- and NE–SW-
oriented streets, on the one hand, tended to be close to each other, and the thermal comfort
on E–W- and SE–NW-oriented streets, on the other hand, tended to be close of each other,
as well. However, as a general observation, NE–SW streets had lower UTCI values (better
thermal comfort) than N–S streets, which in their turn were better than E–W those of streets;
SE–NW streets had the worst thermal-comfort performance.
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Based on these patterns, it can be deduced that the relation of street orientation to
outdoor thermal comfort is not a linear one. Neither does it depend on the orientation itself.
The pattern seems to be conditioned by the dominant wind direction. Considering that
the southwest direction (265◦) was set as the dominant wind direction for the simulation,
one should notice that SE–NW streets were perpendicular to the dominant wind direction,
which may explain why they were less thermally comfortable. On the other hand, NE–SW
streets performed better because they were aligned with the southwest winds. From this, it
can be theorized that the impact of a street orientation on UTCI reduction is proportional
to its angle with the wind direction, as it is to the degree of exposure to sun radiation.

4. Discussion
4.1. Impact of Individual Morphology Indicators on Outdoor Thermal Comfort

From the results presented above, it was found that building density and street aspect
ratio were negatively correlated with the UTCI (R2 = 0.99 and R2 = 0.91, respectively),
meaning the higher the building density, the lower the UTCI value. Likewise, as the
aspect ratio increased, the UTCI decreased. These results are aligned with the findings
of Ali-Toudert et al. [29], Ren et al. [25], and Xue et al. [26], who, despite studying differ-
ent climatic backgrounds, found that increasing building density and aspect ratio had
heat-mitigation effects. Additionally, the parametric investigation presented in this paper
demonstrated that in hot-and-humid tropical-climate conditions, each of these correlation
trends (for BD and AR) remained consistent despite the variation of the adjacent morphol-
ogy factors; explicitly, the variation pattern of the thermal-comfort index (UTCI) according
to building density stayed the same even when the aspect ratio changed, and vice-versa.
It is worth remembering that few studies have pointed out that an increase in building
density and aspect ratio may be detrimental to ventilation [61–63], but it is recommended
to base the relevant design guidelines on human physiological thermal sensation rather
than single meteorological parameters, as some studies have done in the past. The UTCI
patterns here show that in hot-and-humid tropical climates, an increase in building density
and aspect ratio is beneficial overall to outdoor thermal comfort, even if it may slightly
reduce ventilation [61–63].

The current results can be explained by the fact that in hot-and-humid tropical cli-
mates, buildings are a major protection against constant sun exposure at the pedestrian
level. Indeed, building density is an expression of spatial compactness that is highly corre-
lated to pedestrian sun exposure [64,65]. The empirical observation in this study is that
building density tends to reduce the sky view, which indicates the level of exposure to solar
radiation [66]. Similarly, the increase in building height, which also leads to an increase
in the aspect ratio, leads to a reduction of the sky-view factor, augments the proportion
of shadowed areas on the ground, and therefore reduces the heat stress in summer. Simi-
lar observations have been made in some studies, which also concluded that deep street
canyons (with a high aspect ratio) are beneficial to pedestrian thermal comfort [67].

The UTCI pattern based on building density was relatively steady (−1 ◦C per 10%
increase in density) and did not show any specific threshold value. This indicates that for
urban-design purposes, given the negative correlation with the UTCI (which can also be
interpreted as a positive correlation with the level of thermal comfort), the best building-
density value would be the highest density allowed by the project’s goals and relevant
regulations. The aspect ratio, on the other hand, has shown a threshold of 3.0, beyond
which the heat-mitigation rate is barely−0.19◦C per unit of aspect-ratio increase. Therefore,
in hot-and-humid tropical-savanna climates, the AR = 3.0 can serve as an urban-design
target, as previously recommended in tropical-rainforest climates [68].

As for the street orientation, it was noted that NE–SW and N–S streets performed
better (lower UTCI) than NW–SE and E–W streets. Broadly, in many previous research
findings, it was found that E–W streets tended to have longer exposure to direct sun
radiation than N–S streets [65,67]. Additionally, the results of this experiment confirm that
wind direction may also have a great implication for the performance of street orientation.
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In fact, considering that the dominant wind direction set for the experimental simulations
was southwest, one may understand why NE–SW streets performed the best compared
to all other street orientations. One may also notice that NW–SE streets, in every scenario,
despite the variation of other indicators and their influences, were the worst performers,
arguably because they were opposed to the dominant wind in this case. Based on this, the
authors highlight that the conclusions on the relation of street orientation to pedestrian
thermal comfort are, very probably, not as generalizable as the observations on building
density and aspect ratio, even in the same climatic zone. An attempt at generalization
could be that the impact of a street orientation on UTCI reduction is proportional to its
angle with the wind direction, as it is to the degree of exposure to sun radiation.

4.2. Interconnections between Morphology Indicators

From the results presented above, one may notice, based on the behavior of thermal
comfort according to the three morphology indicators, that building density, street aspect
ratio, and orientation appear to have had some inter-influences on one another regarding
the intensity of their heat-mitigation effects.

Between building density and aspect ratio, one of these observations is that when the
building density was low, the aspect ratio tended to matter less. For example, on E–W
streets, when BD = 20%, the absolute gap (∆UTCI) between low and high aspect ratio was
∆UTCI = 1.78 ◦C, which is a 51% lower heat-mitigation effect than when building density
was high (∆UTCI = 3.65 ◦C).

Between aspect ratio and street orientation, the UTCI variation pattern according
to street orientation changed very little in different aspect-ratio cases, and conversely,
the UTCI variation pattern based on aspect ratio stayed roughly the same for all street
orientations. There was no obvious or consistent interconnection between aspect ratio
and street orientation, and they may not be influenced by building density in how they
co-influence thermal comfort.

Comprehensively among the three morphology indicators there were more observable
interconnections. For example, in the case of a very high building density (80%, for example)
and a high aspect ratio (AR = 4.0), there were fewer differences in street orientations
(∆UTCI = 0.18) than there were in the case of, say, high building density and low aspect
ratio (∆UTCI = 1.64). However, this can be understood as a big impact from building
density, because building density can influence the other two indicators in how they
influence the overall thermal comfort. Another emple is that, in the case of low building
density (20%), the UTCI values were all high (roughly between 30 ◦C and 34 ◦C), but the
values of N–S and NE–SW streets tended to converge (30–32 ◦C) and those of NW–SE and
E–W tended to converge as well, and when the aspect ratio was very low, they converged
even closer (around UTCI = 33 ◦C). Let us note that that is not typically the case, based
on the data overview. This confirms that when thermal conditions are at their worst,
ventilation makes the biggest difference.

This last observation ultimately highlights the importance of the interconnections be-
tween different morphology indicators, because it appears that NW–SE orientations, which
can perform much better than E–W streets in a high-building-density case, can also perform
equally well when thermal conditions are at their worst with low building density. This does
not, nevertheless, mean that when thermal conditions worsen, NW–SE and E–W streets will
always perform equally well; that depends on the dominant wind direction. Of course, one
should, once again, keep in mind the context and the preconditions in which these conclusions
are applicable with certainty: first, the type of climate (hot-and-humid tropical savanna);
second, the period (summer); and third, the dominant wind (southwest wind), not to mention
that no complementary passive heat-mitigation strategies such as vegetation, water, etc.,
were considered in this analysis—just pure urban morphology. Perhaps the right attempt at
generalization/theorization could be formulated as follows: The impact of street orientation
on UTCI reduction is proportional to its angle with the wind direction, as it is to the degree
of exposure to sun radiation. An example is that streets canyons that are aligned with the
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dominant wind tended to perform better than those that were opposed to it, and more so
when the solar radiation on the ground was the worst (e.g., because of low building density),
in which case even the aspect ratio was quite irrelevant.

5. Conclusions

Over the past few years, many studies have investigated many spatial factors, in-
cluding urban morphology/geometry and how they influence urban outdoor thermal
comfort, attempting to provide practical guidelines for urban designers [34]. Neverthe-
less, considering the great variety in the contexts of existing studies, research findings are
quite disparate, arguably because of the differences in their climatic settings. Moreover,
different studies have based their observations on different heat-stress indicators (air tem-
perature, mean radian temperature, wind speed, or thermal comfort indices such as the
UTCI, PET, etc.). Furthermore, different experimental settings, most of which investigate
spatial indicators either separately or in a few combinations, may lead to different results
and conclusions [15,34].

In this study, a parametric-simulation method was applied to observe, under a hot-and-
humid tropical-savanna summer condition, the responses of outdoor thermal comfort to
possible morphology configurations provided by the systematic combination of building
density (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%), aspect ratio (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0), and four street orientations (N–S,
E–W, NE–SW, NW–SE). The purpose of the systematic parametric combination of these values
was to limit unobserved scenarios so as to confirm or provide new insights into the relevant
guidelines in tropical climates, particularly for hot-and-humid tropical-savanna zones (Cf).

The results show that building density and aspect ratio had a negative correlation
with the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI), with R2 coefficients of 0.99 and 0.91,
respectively, which means that the increase in building density and street aspect ratio
improved the UTCI by 1 ◦C per building-density-value increase and 1.02 ◦C per aspect-
ratio-value increase (for AR ≤ 3.0). Meanwhile, the performance of street orientation was
observed to be strongly in favor of alignment with the wind direction (southwest in this
case). It was also found that building density, street aspect ratio, and orientation had
inter-influences on each other’s performance. For instance, aspect ratio mattered less under
a low-building-density condition, as the heat-mitigation effect (∆UTCI) was bigger when the
building density was higher. Few co-influences were found between street orientation and
aspect ratio. Nevertheless, the combination of building density and aspect ratio had a more
significant influence on the performance of street orientations, which was also significantly
influenced by the dominant wind direction.

These findings provide a clear insight into the comprehensive and systematic per-
formance of different configurations of street morphology based on the observation of
pedestrian thermal comfort. They can serve as guidelines for the design process, indi-
cating quite intuitively when and where passive heat-mitigation strategies such as street
vegetation and cooling materials are needed.

Finally, it is important to remember that the correlation patterns specifically observed
in the hot-and-humid tropical-savanna summer might be different in other climate condi-
tions [29,67]. That is why there is still room for future research on applying the parametric-
simulation method to other climatic zones and experimental settings to further enrich
the existing knowledge about the responses of outdoor thermal comfort to urban spatial
configurations and the derived urban-design guidelines.
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Appendix A

Solar-radiation assumptions in the study were calculated in ENVI-met. ENVI-met
estimated the hourly position of the sun (height and azimuth) and the hourly change of
direct and diffuse short-wave radiation based on the georeferences of the simulation location
(7◦17′ N, 5◦18′ E in this case). The radiation estimations are shown in Figure A1 below.
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Appendix B

The UTCI data processing started with retrieving output files from ENVI-met of the
data recorded by the 117 receptors (numbered from 00 to 116). For each scenario and
each hour, data tables similar to Tables A1 and A2 were created. Table A1 is an example
of receptor data calculated from a model in which BD = 80% and AR = 0.5. The model
was oriented north, which means that the perpendicular street network contained both
N–S streets and E–W streets. Table A2 contains the data for receptors located in public
courtyards. Next, based on the average values of the receptors on street 1 and street 2
(R00–R35), the average UTCI on E–W streets was obtained. On the other hand, the receptors
on street 3 and street 4 (R36–R71) yielded the average UTCI on N–S streets, and likewise,
the receptors R72 to R116 provided the average UTCI for public courtyards.
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In summary, based on these two tables, for BD = 80% and AR = 0.5, the averages were
obtained for two street orientations (N–S and E–W) and public courtyards at a given hour
(e.g., 13:00). Then, these tables were generated for each hour (from 6:00 to 17:00) to calculate
the daytime average of the UTCI for the two scenarios: 80%/N–S/0.5 and 80%/E–W/0.5.

Then, the calculation was repeated for all the scenarios to obtain the data tables
presented in the main text (Tables 4–8).

Table A1. Example of street-receptor classification with UTCI output data for 80%/N–S/0.5 and
80%/E–W/0.5 at 13:00.

E–W Streets N–S Streets

Recept.
Coord.
(x, y) UTCI

Total
Average Recept.

Coord.
(x, y) UTCI

Street 1

R00 15, 58 21.5263

Street 3

R36 33, 76 32.6661

R01 15, 55 33.5523 R37 36, 76 21.5126

R02 23, 58 21.4803 R38 33, 67 32.4237

R03 23, 55 32.6962 R39 36, 67 21.5537

R04 31, 58 22.1595 R40 33, 60 32.7209

R05 31, 55 32.9184 R41 36, 60 21.4666

R06 38, 58 21.5095 R42 33, 53 32.4257

R07 38, 55 32.7610 R43 36, 53 21.5081

R08 46, 58 21.5856 R44 33, 44 32.4912

R09 46, 55 32.1867 R45 36, 44 21.5534

R10 54, 58 21.5163 R46 33, 37 32.7998

R11 54, 55 32.5814 R47 36, 37 21.6528

R12 61, 58 21.5856 R48 33, 30 32.8975

R13 61, 55 32.5725 R49 36, 30 21.5386

R14 69, 58 21.6669 R50 33, 22 32.9287

R15 69, 55 32.0904 R51 36, 22 21.4714

R16 77, 58 21.5499 R52 33, 14 33.3795

R17 77, 55 32.4326 R53 36, 14 21.5095

Street 2

R18 15, 35 21.5095

Street 4

R54 56, 76 32.4669

R19 15, 32 33.5575 R55 59, 76 21.5835

R20 23, 35 21.4666 R56 56, 68 32.2351

R21 23, 32 32.6743 R57 59, 68 21.6381

R22 31, 35 21.5397 R58 56, 60 32.5077

R23 31, 32 32.8937 R59 59, 60 21.5047

R24 38, 35 21.5105 R60 56, 53 32.6544

R25 38, 32 32.9246 R61 59, 53 21.5050

R26 46, 35 21.4783 R62 56, 45 32.4185

R27 46, 32 32.3115 R63 59, 45 21.5698

R28 54, 35 21.7409 R64 56, 37 32.7075

R29 54, 32 32.6650 R65 59, 37 21.6453

R30 61, 35 21.7557 R66 56, 30 33.0329

R31 61, 32 32.8913 R67 59, 30 21.5835

R32 69, 35 21.5523 R68 56, 22 32.9822

R33 69, 32 32.2594 R69 59, 22 21.6453

R34 77, 35 21.4714 R70 56, 14 33.4166

R35 77, 32 32.5046 27.1411 R71 59, 14 21.5078 27.1418
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Table A2. Example of public open-space receptor classification with UTCI output data at 13:00.

Public Courtyards

Recept.
Coord.
(x, y) PMV Recept.

Coord.
(x, y) PMV

Total
Average

R72 20, 71 21.4776 R95 43, 42 32.6935

R73 26, 71 21.5537 R96 46, 45 32.7603

R74 26, 65 21.5698 R97 66, 48 21.4965

R75 20, 65 33.1382 R98 72, 48 21.5088

R76 23, 68 33.1327 R99 72, 42 21.5115

R77 43, 71 21.7594 R100 66, 42 32.6325

R78 49, 71 21.7557 R101 69, 45 32.7103

R79 49, 65 21.4409 R102 20, 25 21.5527

R80 43, 65 32.6469 R103 26, 25 21.5520

R81 46, 68 32.7055 R104 26, 19 21.5458

R82 66, 71 21.4409 R105 20, 19 33.1413

R83 72, 71 21.4440 R106 23, 22 33.1690

R84 72, 65 21.4450 R107 43, 25 21.6147

R85 66, 65 32.4693 R108 49, 25 21.6453

R86 69, 68 32.5474 R109 49, 19 21.5698

R87 20, 48 21.5157 R11 54, 55 32.5814

R88 26, 48 21.7488 R110 43, 19 33.0813

R89 26, 42 21.7601 R111 46, 22 33.1313

R90 20, 42 33.1248 R112 66, 25 21.7653

R91 23, 45 33.1234 R113 72, 25 21.5582

R92 43, 48 21.5390 R114 72, 19 21.7557

R93 49, 48 21.5352 R115 66, 19 33.0857

R94 49, 42 21.5698 R116 69, 22 33.1354 26.2531
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